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Total Mark ( 50 Marks )

A) Reading Comprehension ( 20 Marks )
Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:

About a hundred years ago, time was very different from it is nowadays. People could
not believe that they can talk to one another through the telephone. They were very surprised
and couldn’t believe that they can listen to the news, songs or music on the radio. They said,
“It must be the end of the world .”
          Life has changed a lot nowadays because of many scientific inventions. You can see the
most modern electric inventions everywhere. At home, we use air-conditioners, mixers,
washing machines, computers, fridges, irons and others.
         The computer is a wonderful machine. It’s used nearly everywhere and by different
people: Teachers, doctors, pilots, farmers, scientists and others. It can keep lots of
information, answer questions, send and receive messages. It is very fast and exact so it never
makes mistakes. Those inventions made our life easier and more comfortable.

- Choose the best answer from a, b, c and d ( 5 x 4 = 20 M)
1- The best title for the passage is ……………………. .

a. Songs and Music   b. Wonderful Telephones

c. Life Nowadays     d. Air-Conditioners

2- The underlined pronoun "They" in the first paragraph refers to………………..

a. people in the past   b. hundred years

c. washing machines d. modern inventions

3- The underlined word "wonderful" in the third paragraph means…………………………

a. bad  b. great     c. slow                       d. hungry

4- The main idea of the third paragraph is ……………….

a. the computer   b. the telephone  c. life in the past d. the radio

5- About a century age life was …………………………

a. fast and exact   b. very hard c. easy and comfortable d. so wonderful

I. Reading
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B) Vocabulary (8 Marks)

Fill in the gaps with words from the list ( 4 x 2 = 8 M)

( received – straight – forests – abroad – hard )

6- Animals like to live freely in the …………………………………

7- Can you draw a ………………………..…… line without using a ruler?

8- I ……………………….many gifts from my friends in my birthday party last month.

9- They will travel ………………………….to complete their study at the university .

A) Writing ( 18 Marks )
- Write one paragraph of ( 6 sentences ) about " My favourite Sport ". You

may use the following guide words:-

My favourite Sport
……...………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

Rubrics Mark Total

Exposition of ideas and number of sentences 14
Grammar & Spelling 2
Handwriting & Punctuation 2

II. Writing

favourite – practise – club – friends – weekend - health
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B) Grammar ( 4 Marks )

- Do as required between brackets ( 4 x 1 = 4 M)

10- We love our country, …………………..…? (Add a question tag)

     ………………………………………………………………………….……..

11- People speak English all over the world  (Make passive)

     ………………………………………………………………………….……..

12- I will come to school late.   (Make negative)

     ………………………………………………………………………….……..

13- We have already build three schools.   (Ask a question)

     ………………………………………………………………………….……..
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Total Mark ( 50 Marks )

A) Reading Comprehension ( 20 Marks )
Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:

My name is Salim . I like school. One day we were discussing hobbies in the class. Our

teacher asked each one of us to talk about his hobby. My friend Fahd said his favourite hobby

is riding horses. My friend Saad said fishing. Others admired camping, travelling, reading and

watching TV.

I listened to all my friends . Then I began to talk about photographing or taking photos.

It is my favourite hobby. It is really a nice hobby. I like photographing flowers very much. I

also like photographing young children. I watch them carefully and I wait until I get good

pictures of them. It isn’t easy because children move very quickly. They never stop until they

go to sleep. I have got a good camera. I save money to buy a video camera. This will help me

to film all happy things of my family.

- Choose the best answer from a, b, c and d ( 5 x 4 = 20 M)
1- The best title for the passage is ……………………. .

a. Young Children   b. School    c. Hobbies     d. Friendship

2- The underlined word " discussing "  in the first line means  …………………..

a. talking about      b. watching   c. helping d. listening

3- The pronoun “ his” ( in line 2) refers to ………………..

a. teacher  b. Salim     c. Fahd                       d. Saad

4- The main idea of the second paragraph is ……………….

a. Salim’s birthday   b. riding horses    c. saving more       d. Salim’s family

5- Salim wants to buy a video camera …………………………

a. because he likes filming young children             b. because he likes his school

   c. because he likes photographing flowers            d. to film happy moments in his family

I. Reading
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B) Vocabulary (8 Marks)

Fill in the gaps with words from the list ( 4 x 2 = 8 M)

( amazing – contaminated – floods – measure – really )

6- If you want to know the temperature of something, you can…………………..…it.

7- I think that "National Geographic " is the most ………………….on TV.

8- A lot of families become homeless because of ……………………….

9- Christiano Ronaldo is ……………………… a very good and talented footballer.

A) Writing ( 18 Marks )
- Write one paragraph of ( 6 sentences ) about " Oil ". You may use the

following guide words:-

Oil
……...………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

Rubrics Mark Total

Exposition of ideas and number of sentences 14
Grammar & Spelling 2
Handwriting & Punctuation 2

II. Writing

black gold – expensive – underground – factories – pipelines - tankers
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B) Grammar ( 4 Marks )

- Do as required between brackets ( 4 x 1 = 4 M)

10- The teacher was not at school yesterday, …………………..…? (Add a question tag)

     ………………………………………………………………………….……..

11- Fahd writes the homework at night.  (Make passive)

     ………………………………………………………………………….……..

12- Mount Everest is ( high ) mountain in the world.   (Correct)

     ………………………………………………………………………….……..

13- A racket is used for playing tennis .   (Ask a question)

     ………………………………………………………………………….……..
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Total Mark ( 50 Marks )

A) Reading Comprehension ( 20 Marks )
Read the following passage, then answer the questions below:

Many years ago, all the animals lived together in the forest and the lion was the king. He

asked all the animals to bring him nice food every day. One day, the rabbit couldn't bring food

to the lion. He was not strong but he was clever. He had a clever idea. So, he told the lion that

there was another strong lion in the forest and he met him near the river. He told him that the

strong lion took the food and ate it.

        The lion went with the rabbit to see the other lion; his enemy who ate his food. When the

lion saw himself in water, he thought this was the other lion. The lion jumped into the deep

water and died. All the animals were happy and thanked the clever rabbit for his good idea.

- Choose the best answer from a, b, c and d ( 5 x 4 = 20 M)
1- The best title for the passage is ………………………………

a) The Clever Rabbit                        b) The Deep Water

c) The Clever Lion                           d) The Strong Rabbit

2- The underlined pronoun "he " refers to ……………..

a) the rabbit                                    b) the lion

c) one of the animals                      d) the other lion

3- The underlined word " enemy " means…………

a) your cousin                                 b) a person you love

c) a person you hate                       d) a friend

4- The story happened ……………………..

a) in the city                                   b) on an island

c) on a farm                                    d) in the forest

5- The lion saw ……………………..in the water.

a) the other lion                              b) himself.

c) the rabbit d) the tiger.

I. Reading
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B) Vocabulary (8 Marks)

Fill in the gaps with words from the list ( 4 x 2 = 8 M)

( sadly – comfortable – smoke – communicate – take part in )

6- Last week, I bought a very …………………sofa. It makes me sleep deeply.

7- There is a fire in this building , .............................. is coming out of it .

8- I'm going to …………………………in the swimming championship .

9- The little boy cried ………………………………because he had lost his bag .

A) Writing ( 18 Marks )
- Write one paragraph of ( 6 sentences ) about " Water Cycle ". You may use

the following guide words:-

Water Cycle
……...………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

Rubrics Mark Total

Exposition of ideas and number of sentences 14
Grammar & Spelling 2
Handwriting & Punctuation 2

II. Writing

heat – vapour – rise – clouds – rain - oceans
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                                 B) Grammar ( 4 Marks )

- Do as required between brackets ( 4 x 1 = 4 M)

10- My father reads the newspaper every morning.    (Change into passive)

     ………………………………………………………………………….……..

11- We will travel to London this year.  (Make negative)

     ………………………………………………………………………….……..

12- They have already ( do ) their homework .     (Correct)

     ………………………………………………………………………….……..

13- The nearest supermarket is next to the hospital.   (Ask a question)

     ………………………………………………………………………….……..
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